
Epiphany Sunday – 6.1.18   Ephesians 3.1-12, Matthew 2.1-12 

Any dream will do? 

Does anyone here have dreams?  I have always had very vivid dreams – I can still remember some 

of the dreams I had when I was a child.  And I still have some quite strange ones!  Dreams – we are 

told by psychologists – are stories the brain tells during sleep.  Most of us have experienced them – 

some are positive and happy, if a little strange, some can be very negative – creating distress or 

even terror – these we call nightmares. 

 

The big question of course is why we dream.  It’s been discussed and studied for thousands of years, 

but it still remains one of the greatest unanswered questions.  Researchers have offered many 

theories, they may be the brains way of regulating us emotionally, or they could be about replaying 

the events of the day and committing them to memory.  We don’t really know – an answer that 

everyone agrees to is probably a pipe-dream! 

 

As Christians we are familiar with God speaking to people through dreams.  There are plenty of 

examples of this in scripture, many of them occurring in Genesis.  We think of Jacob and his ladder – 

when Jacob is on the run for cheating his brother out of the family blessing he stops to sleep one 

night and dreams of a great stairway stretching from earth to heaven, with angels moving up and 

down it.  At the top of the ladder is God, who promises that Jacob will indeed return home, and his 

descendants will possess the land of Canaan. 

 

Then there’s Joseph – who could forget his dreams – they really upset his brothers, well, not 

surprising that they were upset as the dreams predict Joseph lording it over his brothers in the 

future.  And then Joseph has this canny knack of interpreting the dreams of others.  And all those 

dreams came true! 

 

Fast forward to the birth of Jesus, and we find dreams are an integral part of the story.  An angel 

tells Joseph, Mary’s betrothed that there is no need to divorce her because the child she is 

expecting is the saviour.  The wise men visit the young Jesus.  God tells them in a dream to avoid 

King Herod when they return home as the jealous king wants to kill the boy.  Joseph is warned too 

about Herod, and is advised in a dream to take Mary and Jesus to Egypt, and after Herod dies God 

tells Joseph he can come back home from Egypt, but not via Judea, God warns Joseph to steer clear 

of Judea as Herod’s son is now in power there. 
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There are others of course, but today we have heard the gospel reading from Matthew, where the 

Magi have had the dream which tells them not to go to Herod to let him know where Jesus is. 

 

In Matthew’s gospel, Jesus’s first appearance after his birth is to wise men from the East – in a story 

that is quite different from the one told in Luke.  The wise men have tracked a star to Israel (despite 

the popular story we learnt as children we don’t know how many there were, or how they got 

there).  They visit the royal court in Jerusalem looking for a newborn king, quite a logical step really.  

The chief priests advise them to go to Bethlehem where, according to the prophet Micah, the 

Messiah is to be born.  They continue to follow the star and arrive at a house (there is no mention 

of a stable) where it stops.  They find the family living there and see the child.  They pay homage 

and present their three gifts.  Then a series of dreams tell the wise men not to return to King Herod, 

and Joseph to take his family to Egypt and eventually to settle in Nazareth. 

 

Much of the detail of the story is supported by or comes directly from scripture.  The wise men, or 

magi (from the Greek ‘magoi’) are astrologers, wizards or religious mystics – something to do with 

magic – but we often call them Kings because of Psalm 72 and Isaiah 60.1-6.  The messianic star is in 

Numbers, Bethlehem in Micah, gold and frankincense in Isaiah; the flight to and return from Egypt, 

Hosea; and the death of children, from Jeremiah.   

 

And it all rests on dreams with divine messages. 

 

We can only wonder if Matthew believed his story was historically accurate.  We don’t have any 

proof for ourselves – well not the sort of proof that many would want to see today.   

 

Matthew believed that Jesus had to be born this way because Scripture had foretold it.   Whether 

it’s historically accurate or not is irrelevant – it is a wonderful story.   And it is both Jesus’ story and 

our story. 

 

It is very easy over Christmas to listen to the story and perhaps not take in all that it has to say to us.   

I think that this is why the Epiphany presents us with an opportunity to look again at how Jesus 

came to be among us as a human being and as God. 
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Who could ever have dreamt of such a thing?   How could it be that God could become such a 

helpless and vulnerable creature?  And how could it be that God could work through ordinary 

people such as Joseph and Mary?  And what about the way in which God communicated with those 

who were part of the story?   Is this something that we experience today? 

 

I suspect if I had stood in the pulpit this morning and told you all that God had spoken to me in a 

dream you would probably have thought that I was acting slightly strangely.   

 

But why not?  We all take it for granted that God spoke to Joseph, Mary and the wise men in 

dreams.  So why shouldn’t God speak to me in such a way? 

 

The difficulty we have, of course, is discerning when and how God speaks to us.  When I was fairly 

newly ordained a lady in the congregation wanted to see me – and so she came to tell me that she 

had dreamt that God had spoken to her and told her that she should sell her house in Ipswich and 

buy one in Nacton – a village nearby on the coast.  I did not know this lady very well at that point – 

but as I got to know her, and husband and daughter, I discovered that she had always wanted to 

return to the village where she was born, and selling the house in Ipswich had become something of 

an obsession.  I wondered whether her dreams of God speaking to her were just manifestations of 

her own longings. 

 

So, do we think that dreams still convey messages to us today?  Or if not the dreams themselves, 

what about moments of revelation or insight when we wake up – or those Epiphany moments when 

a lightbulb seems to go on in our heads and we have experience something deeply insightful? 

 

The magi in our gospel reading today were obviously open to the messages that God sent them – 

Mary and Joseph equally were able to receive the messages sent to them either by divine beings or 

through their dreams.  

 

What I think is more important than how God speaks – whether by dreams, or sending angels, or 

signs  - is whether or not we are ready and willing to see or to listen.  I believe that God does speak 

to us in many ways – we just need to get a bit better at listening.   

 

Amen. 
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